the same time Eshe had. The consensus was so strong, the ISC decas had turned in their tracks and were coming back.
Eshe maximized the window, her hand shaking on the mouse. The deca had wriggled through the rock pile and come into a wide new tunnel. A line of slumped, lumpy figures stood in the view, glowing with faint white-orange light. They looked like white-sheet ghosts, sagging under the weight of their bulky heads. The deca triangulated to report a height of 1.3 metres.
Still as statues, they might have been stocky stalagmites except for the roughly oval areas on each figure's crown, fading from pale pink to yellow. The colours streamed across their heads, travelling down the tunnel and out of sight, like lights along a runway.
Traffic jumped in the chatterbox. It switched to sample mode, randomly displaying from the submitted comments. Everyone shouted.
"STROMATOLITES?!?!" "IS IT MOVING?" "IT'S TRYING TO COMMUNI-CATE!"
The ISC decas arrived. Their cameras swept the scene methodically. One skittered towards a white figure and poked it with a tiny, tubular sampler. The lights on the figures' crowns quickly faded to a uniform deep red. The comments stopped streaming for long seconds until the colours returned to their paler shades, fading and travelling from figure to figure.
A new comment finally flashed on. "IT SPOKE. IT'S ANGRY. " Links appeared in the chatterbox, leading to sub-discussions with titles like 'What Is It Saying?' , 'How Does It Eat?' and 'Can It Know God?' . Madeline fell asleep, but Eshe couldn't take her eyes from the screen. She kept the baby cradled in her crossed legs. Comfortable, Madeline slept, her quick, wet breaths keeping a steady rhythm.
The results streamed in all night. The figures stood on a mass of water ice. The tunnel's atmosphere had a significant methane component. A steady breeze blew through, bringing dust particles from the surface, which caught on the figures' sticky skins. The sampled cells were prokaryote, but with a number of exotic cell types of unknown function. When the sky turned from black to deep blue outside the nursery window, Eshe was tracking the 'What Is It Saying?' discussion. Thousands of amateurs and dozens of professionals were analysing the sequence of colours modulating along the figures' crowns. Many claimed they'd identified patterns. Some experimented with transforming the flashes into sets of integers, trying to parse mathematical or grammatical syntactic units. Eshe thought she saw one or two figures keeping a steady tempo for short periods of time, but otherwise it looked random. The morning's first birdsong surprised her. The night hours had flown by. Regan, the Batemans' two-year old, began singing softly in the adjacent room. Eshe imagined the small girl, lying in bed, enjoying the sunrise colours lighting up the walls. Snippets of Frosty the Snowman, Did You Ever See a Lassie and Are You Sleeping, Brother John? were strung together in no particular order. Madeline stirred in Eshe's lap. It would be time for another feeding soon. Before she stood to get the bottle, she submitted her first and only comment to the discussion.
"They sing with simple joy, " she typed, resisting the urge to shout. She carried Madeline to the window. Eshe looked up at the brightening sky, laughing quietly with giddy wonder. 
